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To improve our understanding and to quantify the behaviour of a jacket foundation for offshore wind turbines,

several tests have been conducted using a geotechnical centrifuge at 100g. The monotonic tension and compression

tests carried out on single small-scale model piles (prototype dimensions: 1·8 m in diameter and an embedment

depth of 40 m in dense sand) jacked at 1g and 100g show the influence of the set-up method on the axial ultimate

capacity and on the tip and shaft resistances. The pile axial capacity in compression is improved, whereas the

normalised displacement of the pile is bigger in tension when piles are jacked at 1g. Vertical cyclic loads on single

piles jacked at 1g (pure tension tests or two-way tests) and horizontal cyclic loads on a four-pile jacket structure are

applied to examine the behaviour under more realistic loading paths. The piles of the jacket structure are considered

and studied as singles piles. Finally, the stability diagrams for the single and the jacket piles are discussed to visualise

the significant difference in performance of a single pile against the comparable pile in the jacket.

Notation
a coefficient

B pile diameter

bcpt cone diameter

Cu soil uniformity coefficient

cv coefficient of consolidation

Gs soil shear modulus

g earth gravity

H horizontal or lateral load

Ha average horizontal load

Hcy horizontal cyclic load amplitude

Hmax horizontal maximum load Hmax=Ha+Hcy

Hmin horizontal minimum load Hmin=Ha –Hcy

h horizontal displacement

h′ vertical distance from the tip

k soil permeability

L pile length

N number of cycles

Nf number of cycles at failure

Pa atmospheric pressure

Pn nth pile of the jacket

qc cone penetration resistance

s settlement

su ultimate settlement

V vertical load

Va average load

Vcy cyclic load amplitude

Vd adimensional parameter

Vmax maximum load Vmax=Va+Vcy

Vmin minimum load Vmin=Va –Vcy

Vu,c ultimate compression capacity (bearing capacity

in compression)

Vu,t ultimate tension capacity (bearing capacity

in tension)

vr displacement rate

z depth

Δr mean radius of soil particles

Δσ′rd radial effective stress variation due to axial loading

δ friction angle of the soil–pile interface

σ axial stress

σ′rf radial effective stress at failure

σ′v0 free-field effective vertical stress

τf shear stress at failure

1. Introduction

Varying foundation types (gravity structures, monopiles,

suction buckets, piled jackets, etc.) are used by the offshore
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wind industry. The choice depends mainly on site geotechnical

conditions, load intensities and water levels. The primary role

of these foundations is to transfer safely lateral and axial loads

(monotonic, cyclic or dynamic) into the ground.

For moderate water levels (depths within the range 20–50 m),

jacket steel structures are commonly used. A typical jacket

structure is made of a steel space frame connected to three or

four piles. This supporting structure is used to transfer the

complex combination of axial and lateral loads from the wind

turbine tower to the four piles with a main axial component.

This paper addresses the problem of the response of single

piles and jacket foundations under axial loading and presents

the results of geotechnical centrifuge experiments conducted to

examine the significant difference between single pile and

jacket pile performances.

The common practice in pile design is based on the disconnec-

tion of axial and lateral components. Regarding the axial be-

haviour, cone penetration test (CPT) based methods are often

used (Clausen et al., 2005; Jardine et al., 2005; Kolk et al.,

2005; Lehane et al., 2005). A detailed literature review is pre-

sented in Schneider et al. (2008). As for the lateral com-

ponents, American Petroleum Institute (API, 2011) or Det

Norske Veritas (DNV, 1977, 2012) design rules propose a

reduction of the p–y curves in order to take into account the

potential degradation of the pile capacity due to lateral cyclic

loads (Cuellar, 2010). Yet, no recommendations are provided

as regards axial cyclic loads, although they can under certain

conditions significantly reduce the pile axial capacity and

cause premature failure. Eurocode 7 (NF P 94-262 (Afnor,

2012)) identifies the potential vulnerability of piles subjected to

cyclic loading without, however, providing any detailed

recommendation.

The influence of axial cyclic loading on pile foundations in

sandy soils has been investigated through studies using either

laboratory models (Chan and Hanna, 1980; Rimoy et al.,

2012; Tsuha et al., 2012), centrifuge models (Guefrech et al.,

2012; Khemakhem et al., 2012; Rosquöet et al., 2013) or field

observations (ACL, 2000; Andersen et al., 2013; Benzaria

et al., 2013; Chow, 1997; Jardine and Standing, 2000, 2012;

Lehane, 1992; Puech, 2013; Puech and Jézéquel, 1980). Poulos

(1988) introduces the concept of ‘stability diagrams’ for piles,

in which stability, instability or metastable stability zones are

defined depending on the average Va and Vc cyclic axial loads.

The main conclusion is that, in loose sands, the metastable

zone is larger than the stable zone (the ratio Vc/Vuc below

which the behaviour can be considered as stable is lower than

0·2, where Vc is the half-amplitude of the cyclic component of

the axial load and Vuc is the compression capacity of the pile).

In loose sands, the stable zone is limited due to the contractive

volumetric behaviour at the soil/pile interface, which produces

a decrease in effective radial stress that results in shaft friction

losses. It is worth noting, however, that the previous results on

axial capacity involve mainly single piles.

The purpose of this study is to examine the significant per-

formance difference between a single pile against the compar-

able pile in a jacket foundation and the influence of the

installation conditions. With this aim in view, the experimental

study presented focuses on the behaviour of single offshore

large piles and of a jacket foundation during centrifuge tests

conducted in sandy soil. The experimental programme consists

in the following.

& A first series of tests carried out on single piles,

hydraulically jacked into the sand at 1g or 100g. The

impact of the installation procedure on pile axial capacity

is studied. Then the piles are monotonically axially loaded.

& Some piles jacked at 1g are also tested under cyclic axial

loading in order to build the stability diagram.

Finally, a four-pile jacket structure is tested under horizontal

cyclic loading at 100g.

2. Physical modelling

2.1 Soil sample

The NE34 Fontainebleau sand currently used for French insti-

tute of science and technology for transport, spatial planning,

development and networks (IFSTTAR) centrifuge modelling is

a siliceous fine sand of marine origin made of subangular par-

ticles. Its minimum and maximum dry unit mass stand within

the range 1·417–1·736 g/cm3. The mean grain size, d50, is

�0·2 mm and the uniformity coefficient is CU= d60/d10= 1·6.

The dry Fontainebleau sand used in all the tests presented here

has been deposited at a 1g level using the air pluviation tech-

nique (Garnier et al., 1993) in a rectangular steel container

(a strongbox), whose inner dimensions are 1·20 m long by

0·8 m wide and 0·72 m deep. The sand relative density is con-

trolled by adjusting the falling height between the hopper and

the surface of sand (900 mm), the opening (3 mm) and the

hopper horizontal speed (3 mm and 18·2 cm/s, respectively) in

order to obtain dense sand (relative density of 97%). The unit

mass is measured in three containers (C4, C5 and C6) using

calibrated boxes placed at the bottom of the container before

pluviation starts. The average unit mass obtained is 1·69 g/cm3

with an error of 0·03%. Seven containers are prepared and

tested. In container C5, two CPT tests are carried out to assess

the quality of the soil mass and provide information for the

subsequent analysis (Table 1).

Piles or jackets are then installed (partially or fully as

described later) using a hydraulic jack at 1g. In this study, only
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the quasi-static loads applied to the piles are considered. The

soil behaviour is assumed to be drained.

To prevent boundary effects, the minimum distance between

the container wall and the piles is equal to ten times the pile

diameter B and the distance between the pile tip and the

bottom of the container is more than 17 times the pile dia-

meter B.

2.2 Single pile model

The model pile, scaled at 1/100, is an aluminium cylinder with

an outer diameter of 18 mm, a wall thickness of 0·65 mm and

a total length of 450 mm (Figure 1(a)). The roughness of the

pile surface is mechanically machined to obtain a normalised

roughness equal to 1 (Lings and Dietz, 2005).

During the tests, the piles are driven into the soil sample over

a length of 400 mm. The pile tip is flat and close-ended

(although offshore foundations are usually open-ended, in cen-

trifuge tests, an open-ended pile can generate some arching

effects and create a gap inside the pile during the installation

procedure). The pile is instrumented with a Measurement

Specialties XF3057 sensor having a maximal tension and com-

pression capacity of 25 kN. The sensor is 21 mm high and

placed at 25 mm from the pile tip. The head of the pile is com-

posed of a hollow cylinder with a total length of 404 mm and

an inner diameter of 5 mm to allow the power and measuring

cable of the sensor through.

2.3 Single pile set-up

A hydraulic jack controlled by a loop-back controlled loading

system (MOOG ST003014-205) positioned on the centrifuge

axis is used to apply axial monotonic and cyclic loads on

the pile.

The hydraulic jack, supporting a load cell with a capacity

of 25 kN, is positioned axially (vertically) above the pile

(Figure 1(b)). Below the load cell, a ball joint ensures a nil

moment during the connection between the pile head and the

driving loading system. The load cell is used to measure the

weight increase during the g level increase and the pile bearing

capacity. The combination of the two load cells, in the head

and at the tip of the pile, makes it possible to break down the

bearing capacity into the shaft and the tip resistance of

the pile.

Container Number of tested piles Number of tested jackets

C1 5 —

C3 1 —

C4 — 1

C5 — 1

C6 3 —

C7 3 —

Table 1. Details of tests per container

Load cell

Hydraulic jack Load cell

Ball joint

(b)(a)

25 m
m

21 m
m

354 m
m

50 m
m

1200 mm

Figure 1. (a) Model pile and (b) centrifuge experimental set-up

for a single pile
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A flat horizontal rectangular piece of aluminium is fixed on

the ball joint to define the reference point of axial displace-

ment. A magnetostrictive displacement sensor (MAGNOSENS

MSE 1/300 S 010 – 1 E 01, range of 300 mm and resolution of

10 μm) is placed at the end of the hydraulic jack to measure or

control axial displacements.

2.4 Jacket structure model

A four-legged jacket structure (P1–P4 piles) is tested at a

maximum centrifugal acceleration of 100g. The four model

piles used for the jacket structure are similar to the single pile

described above. The pile heads are connected using a square

aluminium platform (250 mm of sides) (Figure 2). A 620 mm

high aluminium frame represents the jacket space frame. The

jacket substructure is represented by the frame and the plat-

form. The horizontal loads applied on the top of the jacket

space frame (670 mm above the ground level) are transferred

to the platform as couples of forces, bending moments and

torsion, resulting in axial loads within the four piles.

Two configurations are tested: (a) 0° position as displayed in

Figure 2, where the horizontal loads are transferred to the four

piles and (b) 45° position, where the frame is positioned on the

platform diagonally. In this configuration, the horizontal loads

are transferred to the two piles on the diagonal. To prevent

boundary effects, for both configurations the distance from the

piles to the container wall is ten times the pile diameter. The

weight of the substructure for the 0° and 45° positions is 2·12

and 2·18 kg, respectively (an extra piece is needed for the 45°

configuration).

2.5 Jacket set-up

A horizontal hydraulic jack is used to apply lateral loading to

the jacket structure (Figure 2). The load cell has a maximal

capacity of 5 kN. The magnetostrictive displacement sensor

described in Section 2.3 is placed at the extremity of the

hydraulic jack to measure the jacket head displacement.

Each of the four foundation piles is instrumented with a load

cell placed 46 mm from the tip (as the single pile, §2.2). Since

there is no sensor to measure the load at the top of each pile,

a numerical three-dimensional (3D) model of the foundation

has been developed using SolidWorks and the Abacus finite-

element solver. In the numerical model, the behaviour of the

jacket foundation is considered linear elastic. Two boundary

conditions were adopted for the piles: clamped or linked with

axial and lateral springs (reproducing approximately the non-

linear behaviour of soil). The axial spring was calibrated from

the monotonic tests and the lateral springs using p–y curves

from the literature (API, 2011). Results were similar for both

models. The combination of experimental and numerical data

Hydraulic jack

Load point

Frame

Beam A

Platform

Pile

250 mm

Beam B

Figure 2. Centrifuge experimental set-up (0° jacket test)
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allowed for the quantification of load distribution within the

piles.

Four laser displacement transducers (similar to those described

in Section 2.3) are used, two on beam A and two on beam B

(Figure 2). Each laser pointing to a pile head can measure its

axial displacement.

3. Experimental campaigns

The model piles are jacked in-flight into the sand at 1g, with a

few exceptions, for which the pile installation is partially per-

formed at 100g to study the influence of the installation pro-

cedure on the pile behaviour.

In this study, quasi-static loads are applied and the soil behav-

iour is assumed to be drained. It is commonly accepted that

drained monotonic penetration occurs when the soil per-

meability coefficient k is larger than 10� 10−6 to 10� 10−5 m/s

(McNeilan and Bugno, 1985), which is the case for uniform

NE34 Fontainebleau sand. The behaviour of a saturated soil

on cyclic loading depends on the soil permeability k or the

coefficient of consolidation cv, the dimensions of the penetrat-

ing object (in the authors’ case the pile diameter) and the load

or displacement rate. Previous studies have shown that this be-

haviour could be characterised as fully drained (high k, low

rates), as fully undrained (low k, high rates) or as partially

drained (intermediate conditions). The boundaries between

these different drainage conditions have been determined

experimentally using cone penetrometer or T-bar tests (Finnie

and Randolph, 1994; Lehane et al., 2009) or using pressure-

meter tests (Rangeard et al., 2002). Due to the obvious simi-

larities with piles, the cone penetrometer results are considered

hereafter. Transition is defined through an adimensional par-

ameter Vd= vrbcpt/cv, where vr is the displacement rate (or cone

velocity), bcpt is the cone diameter and cv is the coefficient of

consolidation. Fully drained conditions are obtained in centri-

fuge for Vd<0·01 (mainly for silty sands) and fully undrained

conditions for Vd>30. The difficulty arises here in the esti-

mation of the cv coefficient for sand. Nevertheless, even if a

conservative value of cv equal to 10� 10−6 m2/s and the worst

loading conditions (cyclic tests) are assumed, this leads to Vd

of about 0·6. Fully undrained conditions are therefore not

fulfilled.

In reality, the prototype pile is placed in wet sand and therefore

the Archimedes’ principle is applied; the buoyancy load is equal

to 1 MN (volume � water density= 101 m3� 9·8 kN/m3). This

value is considered negligible; it represents 2 and 0·9% of the

pile tension and compression capacity, respectively.

The use of dry sand in the experiment (model) results in effec-

tive stresses around the piles different from the prototype,

which is placed in wet sand. This is because they are based on

dry rather than buoyant unit weight. Therefore, a pile that is

400 mm long at 100g in dry sand does not exactly represent a

40 m long pile in wet sand. To quantify the difference, the

impact of unit weight on pile tension resistance is studied here-

after (the Imperial college pile (ICP)-05 method does not con-

sider the unit weight for the bearing capacity (compression)).

Using the ICP-05 method (Jardine et al., 2005) and the proto-

type pile geometry (diameter = 1·8 m and length= 40 m), the

tension pile resistances for buoyancy and dry unit weight are

calculated. In both cases, the same interface friction angle, δ

and cone penetration resistance, qc values were considered.

Results have shown that the radial stresses around the pile are

smaller for the wet soil than for the dry soil. There is a 7%

difference in tension capacity.

3.1 Monotonic axial loading of single piles

3.1.1 Test chronology

The piles are first jacked at a constant speed of 0·1 mm/s using

a hydraulic jack at 1g. Then, the sensors are reset to zero, the

data acquisition starts and the g level is increased up to 100g.

During this phase, the soil and the pile settle in different pro-

portions causing positive and negative frictions along the

shaft. No load is applied on the pile head until the acceleration

reaches 100g. The axial load is then applied on the pile head

thanks to the hydraulic jack using a displacement (for mono-

tonic axial tests) or a force (for cyclic axial tests) controlled

mode.

Piles fully jacked at 1g are used for the modelling of bored or

cast-in-place piles. Some piles are partially jacked at 1g while

the installation is completed at 100g (on 5 or 10 m) until the

intended embedded length is reached (40 m on the prototype

scale). Due to centrifuge limitations, fully modelling the instal-

lation of in-situ piles is not possible. Then, the load is applied

on the piles.

3.1.2 Experimental programme

A first series of six monotonic tests on single piles (Table 2) is

carried out to examine the effect of the installation procedure

as well as the loading direction (compression or tension) on

axial capacity and load distribution, under monotonic loading.

& For the three piles fully jacked at 1g, two of them are

tested in compression (MC1 and MC2) and one in tension

(ME1).

& Among the two piles partially jacked at 100g over a 10 m

length, one is tested in compression (DC1) and the other in

tension (DE1).

& A pile is partially jacked at 100g on 5 m and tested in

compression (ref. DC2).
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The test results are presented in terms of axial load V against

pile settlement (in compression) or heave (in tension) (Figure 3).

These monotonic curves are useful to determine the axial com-

pression capacity Vu,c (using the double slope method (Blanc

et al., 2015)) or the tension capacity Vu,t, from the maximum

value. The settlement or heave corresponding to the capacity

load is named hereafter su,t (tension) and su,c (compression).

3.2 Cyclic axial loading on single piles

Table 3 presents the cyclic loading programme applied on

single piles. Va and Vcy are the average load and the cyclic

load half-amplitude of the applied sine signal, respectively.

Vmax and Vmin are the maximum and minimum loads at the

pile head during cyclic loading. Two types of tests are per-

formed: one-way tensile tests, (COW1, COW2 and COW3) and

two-way tests, alternating between compression and tension

(CTW1, CTW2 and CTW3).

The CTW1 test corresponds to the case of a pile undergoing

the load of a jacket offshore wind-turbine structure. The aero-

hydro-elastic load calculation of a jacket structure (with the

same substructure height (67 m) and the distance between

piles than the one used for the tests (the jacket substructure

is considered to be anchored at mudline) is performed

(INNOSEA, 2014). Environmental wind, waves and current

loads are applied to the jacket model and its behaviour at

mudline is calculated. The numerical maximal and minimal

axial loads at mudline obtained are reproduced during the

CTW1 test to study the pile behaviour under offshore load

conditions. The load amplitudes for tests CTW2 and CTW3

are five and eight times higher than the CTW1 test conditions.

3.3 Jacket structure tests under lateral loading

3.3.1 Test chronology

The four piles are installed as isolated piles using a hydraulic

jack at a constant speed at 1g. A trapezoidal piece with a

larger bottom surface than the platform is connected to the

hydraulic jack. This makes it possible to apply a uniform dis-

placement over the platform to guarantee uniform jacking of

the four piles.

After the pile installation, the frame structure is placed over

the platform and connected to the hydraulic jack. Then, the

g level is increased up to 100g. During this phase, the vertical

Test Setting up

Depth of 100g

jacking: m Load case

MC1 Jacked at 1g — Compression

MC2 Jacked at 1g — Compression

ME1 Jacked at 1g — Tension

DC1 Jacked at 100g 30–40 Compression

DC2 Jacked at 100g 35–40 Compression

DE1 Jacked at 100g 30–40 Tension

Table 2. Experimental programme for single piles under

monotonic loading (prototype scale)

Vu,t

su,t

Compression

Tension

S
e
tt

le
m

e
n

t
H

e
a
ve

Tension CompressionVu,c

su,c

S
e
tt

le
m

e
n

t
H

e
a
ve

(b)(a)

MC1

ME1

Loading

Loading

Figure 3. Monotonic axial loading test scheme: displacement

against force for (a) tension and (b) compression
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load increases with the g level due to the dead load, but no

horizontal load is applied. Once the 100g acceleration is

reached, the lateral load is applied in a force-controlled mode.

3.3.2 Experimental programme

Two cyclic tests with different configurations are conducted.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) represent tests JC00 and JC45, respect-

ively, with H being the horizontal applied force and P1, P2, P3

and P4 being the four piles. Ha is the mean cyclic load and

Hcy its half-amplitude.

The different load cases are summarised in Table 4. Test JC45

is divided into two phases, JC45(a) and JC45(b), where

JC45(b) mean and cyclic components of the cyclic load are

twice the values of the JC45(a) test. Load cases for tests JC00

and JC45(a) are equal to Hmin of the CTW1 test (tension

piles).

For each test, the piles are initially subjected to compression

(due to the frame weight) before the horizontal load H is

applied (only one-way tests are performed). The relationship

between the horizontal load H and the vertical load V is

obtained through the numerical modelling of the jacket using

a 3D model.

4. Experimental results

4.1 Single piles under monotonic loading

Monotonic tests are carried out to estimate pile axial capacity.

Results are given in Table 5 and Figures 5 and 6. Figures 5(a)–5(d)

present the data collected during pile installation at 100g and

Test Load case Vmax/Vu,c Vmin/Vu,t

COW1 One-way 0 0·56

COW2 One-way 0 0·84

COW3 One-way 0 0·93

CTW1 Two-way 0·06 0·45

CTW2 Two-way 0·32 0·22

CTW3 Two-way 0·51 0·36

Table 3. Experimental programme for single piles under cyclic

loading (prototype scale)

P1

P2 P3

P4P1

P2 P3

P4

H

H

Platform

Frame

x

y

(a) (b)

Connection piece

y x

Figure 4. (a) Jacket test set-up for 0° and (b) jacket test set-up

for 45°

Test Load case Ha/Vu,c: % Hcy/Vu,c: % Hmax/Vu,c: % Hmin/Vu,c: %

JC00 Cyclic 2·7 2·7 5·3 0

JC45(a) Cyclic 2·7 2·7 5·3 0

JC45(b) Cyclic 5·3 5·3 10·6 0

Table 4. Experimental programme for the jacket structure

(prototype scale)
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Figures 6(a)–6(d) those collected during monotonic loading

tests.

The pile head load against the displacement curves are plotted

in Figures 5(a) and 6(a), where the (0,0) point corresponds to

the initial test state before loading (and after jacking at 100g).

Figures 5(b) and 6(b) show the evolution of the load cell at the

tip. The initial value of the sensor is due to the differential

settlement between the soil and the pile during the g increase.

In the upper part, the pile settlement is lower than that of the

soil, thus creating positive friction. Below a certain depth, the

opposite phenomenon takes place: the pile settlement is higher

than the sand one, thus creating positive friction along the

shaft and the increase of tip resistance.

For ME1 and DE1 piles (tension), the set-up method and the

embedded length have no influence on pile tension capacity.

However, piles jacked at 1g save 61% of displacement to reach

full shaft capacity in relation to piles jacked at 100g.

Compression MC1 and MC2 tests, where piles are jacked at 1g

in the same container and tested in the same conditions, reveal

a difference of 10% in the pile capacity Vu,c (MC2 10% lower).

The reason for this may be explained by a possible defect on

pile verticality. However, this assumption could not be verified.

The Vu,c value used in the subsequent calculations is, therefore,

considered as the average value of both tests – that is,

Vu,c=101·5 MN.

The results obtained from the compression tests show that Vu,c

is higher for piles jacked at 100g than for piles jacked at 1g

(DC1 and DC2). It also increases with the jacked length (the

compression capacity increases by 87 and 121% from 5 m

(DC2) to 10 m (DC1) jacked length, respectively). In spite of

this significant difference in terms of capacity, the ultimate dis-

placement for piles jacked at 100g is only 26% greater than for

piles jacked at 1g.

In Figure 5(a), the jacking phase at 100g (DC1, DE1, DC2)

can be compared with the monotonic tests on piles previously

jacked at 1g (results are presented in Table 5 as DC1j, DC2j

and DE1j). Using the double slope method (Blanc et al.,

2015), the axial capacity is 69 MN for DC1 and DE1 and

93 MN for DC2. These values are lower than in the MC1 and

MC2 tests where piles are fully jacked at 1g, which confirm the

fact that the compression axial capacity increases with the

embedded length.

The ratio of the tension to the compression capacities for tests

performed with the same set-up method is calculated. The

Vu,t/Vu,c ratio for the DE1 and DC1 tests (partially jacked at

100g) is equal to 0·19 and to 0·42 for the piles jacked at 1g.

In Blanc and Nivoche (2014), the tension-to-compression

capacity ratios for jacked and bored piles are 0·2 and 0·65,

respectively. Therefore, piles (partially) jacked at 100g behave

like jacked piles whereas piles jacked at 1g behave halfway

between bored and jacked piles.

To explain these experimental results and the local mechanisms

taking place, the load is decomposed into shaft and tip resist-

ances. The data from the load sensor near the pile tip (4·6 m

above for the prototype) and at the pile head have been

recorded. However, the load values from the sensor near the

pile bottom do not represent the tip resistance Vb; the lateral

friction on the tip of the pile should be avoided to obtain the

overall tip Vb and shaft Vs capacities. To remove the friction

around the tip, the interface friction angle is required. The

CPT-based method ICP-05 is adopted here for this purpose.

Test

Embedment, Capacity, Vu,c and

Vu,t: MN

Ultimate displacement,

su,c and su,t: m

Ultimate normalised

displacement, su/B

Interface friction angle

from ICP: degD: m

MC1 40 107 0·25 0·14 28·7

MC2 40 96 0·25 0·15 23·5

ME1 40 −43 −0·18 −0·1 19·9

DC1 40 225 0·23 0·12 24·7

DC2 40 190 0·21 0·11 26·8

DE1 40 −42 −0·47 −0·26 16·2

DC1j 30 69 0·14 0·08 21·2

DC2j 35 93 0·14 0·08 22·3

DE1j 30 69 0·22 0·12 26·3

B, pile diameter

Table 5. Monotonic loading test results (prototype scale)
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4.1.1 Tip and shaft capacities

The tip Vb and shaft Vs capacities are presented, for each pile

and for monotonic loading tests, in Figures 5 and 6(c) and

6(d). Due to the pile and soil relative displacements, the initial

values of the tip and shaft resistances are not negligible (tip

resistance is positive whereas shaft resistance is negative).

For the tension tests, the tip resistance decreases rapidly down

to a minimum value, corresponding to a normalised displace-

ment between −3 and −5%: a value slightly positive for ME1

and slightly negative for DE1. Once the minimum resistance is

reached, tip resistance disappears and the initial positive and

negative frictions are equal (in other words, frictions hold the

pile). The shaft capacity is −47 MN for ME1 and −38 MN

for DE1. These values are lower than the results obtained with

compression tests, probably due to the reduction of the radial

stress due to pile slenderness.

Piles of MC1 and MC2 tests behave like bored piles. With the

increase in axial load, the soil around the tip first becomes

denser and the shaft resistance increases while tip resistance

remains (almost) constant at �80 MN. Then, the tip resistance

is mobilised. In other words, at the beginning of the loading

phase, the friction between the soil and the pile is fully mobilised

whereas in the final stages, the increase in bearing capacity is

due to the tip resistance due to compaction phenomena.
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Figure 5. Jacking phase for monotonic loading tests (prototype

scale): (a) load head sensor, (b) tip load cell, (c) shaft resistance

against normalised displacement and (d) tip load against

normalised displacement
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In DC1 and DC2 tests, Vb and Vs first increase and then,

around 14% of the normalised displacement, become (almost)

constant. Due to the specific set-up conditions, the soil

becomes significantly denser around the pile and the shaft and

tip resistances are mobilised. The shaft resistance is �80 MN

and the tip resistances are about 150 MN (DC1 test) and

115 MN (DC2 test), a difference, which may be explained by

the jacked length difference at 100g.

4.1.2 Interface friction angle

To determine the interface friction angle δ, the CPT ICP-05

method is applied (Jardine et al., 2005; Schneider et al., 2008).

The effective radial stress σ′rf can be calculated using the CPT

penetration resistance qc

Qs ¼ πB

ð

σ
0
rf tan δ dz

σ
0
rf ¼ a

qc

34

h0

B=2ð Þ

� ��0�38
σ
0
v0

Pa

� �0�13
" #

þ 2Gs

Δr

B=2ð Þ

where Qs is the pile shaft capacity; B is the pile diameter in m;

σ′rf is the radial stress in MPa; δ is the interface angle of fric-

tion; σ′v0 is the free-field vertical stress in MPa; Pa is the atmos-

pheric pressure in MPa; h′ is the distance from the tip in m;
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Figure 6. Monotonic loading tests (prototype scale): (a) load

head sensor, (b) tip load cell, (c) shaft resistance against
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qc is the CPT penetration resistance in MPa; a is a coefficient

equal to 1 for tension and 0·8 for compression; Gs is the shear

stress modulus of soil in MPa; Δr is the mean radius of soil

particles.

To calculate the interface friction angle δ, the foundation is

considered as a short pile of 446 mm (the axial sensor in the

pile and tip length are not taken into account) so, the load at

the tip of the shorter pile is given by the axial load sensor

near the tip of the pile. The difference between the head load

and the load measured by the sensor near the tip gives the

shaft capacity Qs of the upper part of the embedded pile

(shorter pile). The CPT penetration resistance qc was measured

during the experimental campaign that has been previously

carried out (Blanc et al., 2015) and compared with the CPT

results proposed by Bolton et al. (1999) from different centri-

fuge facilities: qc=2·7z in MPa (where the depth, z, is in m).

In view of the previous equation, the interface friction angle δ

can be calculated. Values are given in Figures 7(a) and 7(b).

For the tension ME1 test, δ is equal to 19·9° and for the com-

pression MC1 and MC2 tests, δ at failure is 28·8° and 23·5°,

respectively. For piles jacked at 100g (DE1, DC1 and DC2

tests), δ is 16·2°, 24·8° and 26·8°, respectively. This difference

in the interface friction angle δ is probably the reason why

DE1 and DC1 tests provide varying results during the jacking

phase.

The results obtained for piles under compression are in good

agreement with practice. The results of the tension tests, on

the other hand, appear too low. This could be attributed to the

correcting factor of 0·8 involved in the ICP method for

the calculation of the decrease in radial stresses in order to

take the slenderness of the piles into account. Using the pre-

vious values of the interface friction angle on the entire

embedded pile, the head load is decomposed into tip and shaft

capacities.

4.2 Single piles under cyclic loading

4.2.1 Influence of axial cyclic loading

Piles jacked at 1g are studied through force-controlled tests.

Four parameters are necessary to describe the cyclic sequence:

(a) the mean load Va, (b) the half load amplitude Vcy, (c) the

load frequency and (d ) the number of cycles N.

First, the load is increased to Va. Then, the sine signal is

applied at a frequency of 0·1 Hz. The cyclic load components

are expressed as the ratio of the ultimate bearing capacity

deduced from monotonic loading tests.

Cyclic loading is split into two categories: one-way (Vcy≤Va)

or two-way tests (Vcy>Va). Table 6 presents the results for all

the cyclic tests.

Figure 8 presents typical results for a one-way cyclic test (the

COW2 test conducted in pure tension). Figure 8(b) shows

that the normalised irreversible displacement increases with the

number of cycles. Suddenly, and after only a few cycles, the

pile is ejected whereas the load remains above the axial tension

capacity (Vu,t=−43 MN). This behaviour corresponds to the

cyclic failure of the pile: the medium displacement rate stays
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Figure 7. Monotonic loading test mobilised interface angle of

friction (prototype scale): (a) jacking phase and (b) loading test
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constant first, then suddenly increases. The slope breaking

point defines failure. Failure occurs after 230 cycles and for a

normalised displacement of about −35% (COW2). Cyclic

failure is probably due to uniform degradation of the friction

coefficient between the soil and the pile due to some change in

grain properties (roughness decrease) and in the effective radial

stress.

Pile cyclic failure is characterised by two parameters: (a) the

number of cycles at failure Nf and (b) the ultimate normalised

displacement (su,c or su,t)/B at failure. In what follows, the

authors use the first criterion. Several tests, however, have

reached 1500 cycles without failure.

4.2.2 Stability diagram

The stability diagram proposed by Poulos (1988) is here

adapted to analyse the tests (Figure 9). Three regions are ident-

ified: (a) a stable region (for small cyclic components), where

cyclic loading does not affect the pile capacity (more than

1500 cycles without failure); (b) a metastable region, where

cyclic loading causes a limited reduction in load capacity; and

(c) an unstable region, where cyclic loading results in pile

failure within a small number of cycles (<100 cycles). The

number of applied cycles and the normalised displacement at

the end of each test are indicated in brackets. The possible

load values are identified with a triangular shape with a hori-

zontal axis base between Va/Vu,c=1 and Va/Vu,c=−0·42

(Va=Vu,t). This horizontal line corresponds to the monotonic

tests. From these two points, the right side of the triangle

crosses the vertical axis at Vcy/Vu,c=1 and the left side at

Vcy/Vu,c=0·42 (Vcy=Vu,t). The closer the loading is to the tri-

angular envelope, the higher the instability is. As regards the

tests, the ultimate normalised displacement is greater than for

the monotonic tests. Furthermore, except for the stable case,

su,t is higher than the conventional B/10 value.

The two-way CTW1 test is representative of a realistic offshore

axial loading case. The loads applied in CTW2 and CTW3 are

five and eight times higher than the load in CTW1, respect-

ively. They are displayed in Figure 7 as a line starting from the

origin with a slope of Vcy/Va=1·8. All the load cases on this

Test Va/Vu,t Va/Vu,c Vcy/Va N

s/B

Nf (su,c or su,t)/B(for N=1500)

COW1 0·28 — −1 1500 −0·14 —

COW2 0·42 — −1 — — 230 −0·35

COW3 0·46 — −1 — — 133 −0·35

CTW1 — 0·02 1·8 1500 −0·02 — —

CTW2 — 0·11 1·8 1500 −0·78 — —

CTW3 — 0·18 1·8 — — 33 −0·7

Table 6. Cyclic loading test results (prototype scale)
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Figure 8. COW2 cyclic test in pure tension (prototype scale):

(a) head load against normalised displacement and (b) normalised

displacement against number of cycles
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line from the origin to CTW2 are situated in the stable zone.

In CTW3 test, failure is reached under tension for a number of

cycles equal to 33. Here, the pile is characterised as unstable

with a corresponding ultimate normalised displacement

of −0·70.

4.3 Jacket structure under lateral loading

The platform of the jacket structure transfers to the piles the

lateral loads applied at the top of the jacket foundation mainly

as axial loads and bending moments. The stability diagram of

single piles can therefore be used as a first step to predict the

stable zone for a jacket foundation. The design of independent

single piles is often conservative since it cannot take into

account the largest stiffness of the connected piles.

Table 7 presents the average, cyclic amplitude, maximum and

minimum loads at the head of each jacket pile for JC00 and

JC45 tests (the dead load and the horizontal load are taken

into account). The number of cycles and the normalised dis-

placement at the end of each test are also shown.

Figure 10 works like a zoom on details of the stable zone

of the stability diagram (from Section 4.2.2), where the
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Figure 9. Stability diagram of 1g jacked piles tested at 100g

Test Pile Pile, Va: MN Pile, Vcy: MN Pile, Vmax: MN Pile, Vmin: MN Pile, Va/Vu,c Pile, Vcy/Vu,c N s/B

JC00 P1= P2 1·7 3·6 5·3 −1·9 0·017 0·035 1500 0·0014

P3= P4 8·7 3·6 12·3 5·1 0·086 0·035 1500 0·0024

JC45(a) P1 2·7 5·1 7·8 −2·4 0·027 0·05 1500 0·0038

P2= P4 2·1 0·8 2·9 1·3 0·021 0·008 1500 0·0095

P3 12·9 5·1 18 7·8 0·127 0·05 1500 0·018

JC45(b) P1 −2·4 10·2 7·8 −12·6 −0·023 0·1 5000 −0·0259

P2= P4 2·7 0·2 2·9 2·6 0·027 0·002 5000 0·0089

P3 18 10·2 28·2 7·8 0·178 0·1 5000 0·0321

Table 7. Jacket pile test results for each pile (prototype scale)
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results obtained for the jacket piles are reported. The

figure gives the normalised displacements at the end of each

test only.

JC00 test reproduces the tension load of CTW1. During the

JC00 test, the normalised displacement is equal to 0·14% for

piles in tension and to 0·24% for piles in compression (the dis-

placement due to the dead load is greater than the displace-

ment due to the tension component). The displacements

obtained for the jacket piles are much smaller than the displa-

cements of a single pile. Piles in the jacket structure configur-

ation are more stable than single isolated piles.

JC45 test is divided into two parts: JC45(a) and JC45(b) with

1500 and 5000 cycles, respectively. In JC45(a), the cyclic hori-

zontal load corresponds to the load applied in JC00. The load

applied in JC45(b) test is twice the horizontal load applied in

JC45(a). The normalised displacement is −2·59% for P1 and

3·21% for P3 for the JC45 test. The loads applied to the jacket

piles are very low compared with the loads applied to single

piles.

In the stability diagram (Figure 10), all the jacket foundation

piles (P1, P2, P3, P4) are in the stable zone. The maximum

and minimum loads are lower than those applied on single

piles (CTW2 and COW1 (stable zone limit)). Thus, it may be

concluded that the stability diagram of the single piles can be

used to predict the stable zone for jacket piles. The design

of independent single piles is a conservative approach because

it cannot take into account the higher stiffness of connected

piles and the possible compensations in terms of carrying

loads.

5. Conclusions

The experimental campaign conducted to examine the axial

behaviour of jacket piles for offshore wind turbines is presented

in this paper. More specifically, the axial behaviour of single

piles (prototype dimensions: 1·8 m in diameter and an

embedded length of 40 m) and of an offshore wind turbine

jacket structure foundation is studied using a geotechnical cen-

trifuge at 100g. The single model piles are jacked at 1g and

100g and the jacket foundation at 1g. The model soil is made
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Figure 10. Stable zone of the stability diagram for single and

jacket piles (prototype scale)
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of dense Fontainebleau sand. The purpose of this study is to

investigate the significant difference between the single pile per-

formance and that of the comparable pile in a jacket foun-

dation. The influence of the installation conditions ( jacked at

1g and 100g) is also discussed.

The axial capacity of the piles is determined from monotonic

tension and compression tests and the results from the tests

carried out on the single piles jacked at 1g and 100g are com-

pared: (a) the tension tests show that the set-up conditions do

not significantly influence pile tension capacity but affect the

displacement necessary to develop the shaft capacity; piles

jacked at 100g require 61% more displacement than piles

jacked at 1g; (b) the compression tests reveal that the set-up

conditions significantly influence the compression capacity

Vu,c, which increases by more than 80% for piles jacked at

100g. The ultimate normalised displacement su/B is (only) 26%

higher than for piles jacked at 1g.

The interface friction angle is calculated using the ICP-05

method. The axial capacity is decomposed into shaft and tip

resistances. For the compression tests carried out on single

piles jacked at 1g, the shaft resistance first increases whereas

the tip resistance remains (almost) constant. Then, when the

friction around the pile is fully mobilised, the tip resistance

alone increases due to some soil compaction phenomena

under the tip. For the compression tests carried out on single

piles jacked at 100g, both shaft and tip resistances increase

from the start of the test, which probably reflects the influence

of the set-up method.

Some cyclic tests on single piles jacked at 1g have also been

conducted. The results are plotted in the stability diagram pro-

posed by Poulos (1988) and the different stability regions have

been identified.

A jacket foundation composed of four piles has also been

tested in the geotechnical centrifuge. The pile performances

are compared with the results obtained with single pile tests.

All the test results are in the stable zone, which demonstrate

that the stability of the jacket foundation under cyclic loading

can be studied as single pile tests. The maximal normalised

settlements obtained for the jacket piles are 3·21%; a value

3·1 times lower than the B/10 failure criteria and more than

ten times lower than failure values obtained for single piles

under cyclic loading. This difference in the behaviour is due

to the platform linking the piles of the jacket foundation,

which behaves as a monolithic solid body presenting an

increased stiffness and smaller settlements. The platform trans-

fers the lateral loads applied at the top of the jacket foundation

to the piles mainly as axial loads and bending moments. The

stability diagram of single piles can therefore be used as a first

step to predict the stable zone for a jacket foundation. The

design of independent single piles is often conservative since it

cannot take into account the largest stiffness of connected

piles.

More research work needs to be carried out using the centri-

fuge to examine jacket foundation behaviour under higher

cyclic loading in order to investigate the ability to predict

failure from single pile results and to validate advanced soil–

structure interaction numerical models.
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